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Epilepsy is the fourth most prevalent brain disorder affecting
millions of people of all ages. Epilepsy is divided into six cate-
gories different in etiology and molecular mechanisms; howev-
er, their common denominator is the inability to maintain
ionic homeostasis. Antiepileptic drugs have a broad spectrum
of action and high toxicity to the whole organism. In many
cases, they could not penetrate the blood-brain barrier (BBB)
and reach corresponding targets. Nucleic acid aptamers are a
new and promising class of antiepileptic drugs as they are
non-toxic, specific, and able to regulate the permeability of
ion channels or inhibit inflammatory proteins. In this review,
we summarize the mechanisms of epileptogenesis and its inter-
connection with the BBB and show the potential of aptamers
for antiepileptic treatment.

Epilepsy is the most prevalent chronic neurological disorder, affecting
at least 50 million people worldwide.1 Epilepsy is characterized by
spontaneous recurrent seizures or epileptic attacks with a fixed and
prolonged nature. This condition is accompanied by tonic convul-
sions of the respiratory musculature, aspiration of saliva and blood
from the oral cavity, and arrhythmia of breathing.2 Epilepsy is not
deadly, but it is an extremely nasty disease. Unpredictability of sei-
zures and physiological stress associated with it significantly worsen
the quality of the patient’s life and the lives of people in the patient’s
life.

The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) has defined epi-
lepsy as a disorder of the brain resulting in the predisposition to
generate epileptic seizures characterized by its psychosocial conse-
quences. In a more practical sense, an epilepsy diagnosis requires:
(1) at least two unprovoked (or reflex) seizures occurring over 24
h; (2) one unprovoked (or reflex) seizure and a probability of further
seizures similar to the general recurrence risk (at least 60%) after two
unprovoked seizures, occurring over the next 10 years; and (3) diag-
nosed epilepsy syndrome.3

Progression of the disease generally consists of evolving pathologic
modifications such as exacerbation of spontaneous seizures (e.g., an
increase in their frequency, duration, or generalization), development
of drug-resistant seizures, worsening of neuropathology, and onset of
comorbidities.4
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What Is Epileptogenesis?

Epileptogenesis is the process of structural and functional changes
that transforms normal cells in the brain to one that can generate
abnormal neuronal activity resulting in seizures.5 These changes
include neurodegeneration, neurogenesis, gliosis, axonal damage or
sprouting, dendritic plasticity, blood-brain barrier (BBB) damage,
recruitment of inflammatory cells into brain tissue, reorganization
of the extracellular matrix, and reorganization of the molecular archi-
tecture of individual neuronal cells.6

Epileptogenesis arises in the neuroglial cells of the brain. An epileptic
neuron is characterized by its inability to maintain appropriate mem-
brane potential across its cell membrane and, thus, its tendency to
depolarize.7 It also causes changes in glial physiology and in the ho-
meostatic environment.8 Neuronal excitability during epileptogenesis
alters progressively and leads to critical interconnections and struc-
tural changes even before the first spontaneous seizure occurs.9

Each seizure represents a rapid loss of homeostatic equilibrium,
with altered energy andmolecular gradients and corresponding inter-
ruption of normal behavior and consciousness.8

Epilepsy is divided into six categories: structural, genetic, infectious,
metabolic, immune, and unknown.10 All categories differ in etiology
and mechanisms; however, their common denominator is the
inability to maintain ionic homeostasis.11 Epileptogenesis may occur
as a result of the malfunction of molecular structures responsible for
maintenance of ionic homeostasis (Table 1). For example, during an
epileptic seizure, the concentration of sodium (I) cations in neurons
increases 5.5 times,12 the calcium (II) ion concentration increases
10 times,13,14 and the chloride concentration increases almost 4 times
compared to normal physiological values.15 The most common cul-
prits are summarized in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Molecular Structures Involved in Regulation of Ionic Homeostasis

Number Molecular Structures Name Functions References

1 ion channels
voltage-gated potassium, sodium, and calcium channels;
Na+/Ca2+ exchangers; chloride channels

provide a controlled movement of K+, Na+, Ca2+, and Cl�

or free movement of Ca2+ and Na+ cations by a voltage-
dependent mechanism

87–92

2 ATPases
Na+/K+-ATPase; plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase;
sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase

provide an energy-dependent or a volatile controlled movement
of K+, Na+, and Ca2+ against a concentration gradient necessary
to restore ion homeostasis after an action potential

91,93,94

3
receptors linked
with ion channels

receptors for acetylcholine, N-methyl-D-aspartate, a-amino-
3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid kainate,
metabotropic glutamate, and gamma-aminobutyric acid

provide a controlled movement K+, Na+, Ca2+, Cl- by
receptor-mediated mechanism

95–100

4 aquaporins a family of allosterically regulated proteins
forming ion channels in the cytoplasmic membrane for
water passing

101
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Ion channels play a crucial role in epileptogenesis, providing
transport of Na+, Ca2+, and K+16 as well as excitatory neurotransmit-
ters—glutamate and aspartate and the main inhibitory neurotrans-
mitter gamma-aminobutyric acid.17 The primary hypothesis for the
pathogenesis of epilepsy is the imbalance between the excitatory
(glutamate and aspartate) and inhibitory (gamma-amino-butyric
acid (GABA), taurine, glycine, noradrenaline, dopamine, and seroto-
nin) mediators.18,19 Other reasons for seizures are contravention of
ion transport caused by mutations in neuronal receptors20 and
different genetic mutations.21–23
The Blood-Brain Barrier and Its Functions

The BBB is a physical andmetabolic barrier between the brain and the
systemic circulation that serves to protect and regulate the microen-
vironment of the brain.24 The unique structure and morphology of
the BBB limit the penetration of pathogens, toxic chemicals, and
metabolic products into neurons, thereby maintaining the integrity
of vital tissues.25 The BBB also limits the delivery of drugs for the
treatment of neurological diseases and disorders in the brain tissue.26

The anatomical structure of the BBB consists of dense contacts of
endotheliocytes. In addition to endotheliocytes, the BBB contains
pericytes, astrocytes, and microglia.27 Above the endotheliocytes,
there is a fiber layer of fibronectin and laminin with a significant
amount of proteoglycans.28

The protective structure of the BBB includes 3 main systems:27–29

1. The enzymatic barrier of the BBB, which prevents the passage of
drugs and xenobiotics from entering the endothelial cells of
capillaries. The enzymatic barrier line is formed by alkaline phos-
phatase, adenosine triphosphatase, nucleoside diphosphatase,
acetylcholinesterase, 50 nucleotides, and others.

2. The cell barrier, which is formed by the cells of the BBB and
the intercellular contacts. Endothelial cells limit the passage
of water-soluble substances and control endocytosis and pinocy-
tosis.

3. The ABC system of protein carriers, which include about 48 vec-
tors classified into 7 families (ABC-A, -B, -C, -D, -E, -F, and G).
Among them, the most studied transporter is the ABCB1 encoded
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P-glycoprotein (P-gp or MDR1), as well as ABBC4 and ABCG2
(BCR-protein).

Substances can cross the BBB in two different ways. The first is para-
cellular transport, which involves the passage of substances between
endothelial cells through tight junctions. The second involves the
transfer of substances with the help of passive and active transport
and is called transcellular transfer. Passive transport of molecules
occurs through the endothelial cell through a concentration or elec-
trochemical gradient, with no expenditure of energy.30 This transfer
is regulated by physicochemical properties, such as molecular weight,
electrical charge, and lipophilicity and is usually limited to small lipo-
philic molecules that are less than 500 Da. Active transport goes along
a more complex mechanism against the gradient already with the
expenditure of energy. The permeability of tight contacts directly de-
pends on the metabolism of endothelial cells; therefore, substances do
not pass well by this type of transport.31

In addition to the aforementioned transport systems, there are
various less lipophilic mechanisms that are necessary for the passage
of nutrients and proteins. These include mediated carriers, receptor-
mediated transcytosis, and adsorption-mediated transcytosis.32

Connection of the Blood-Brain Barrier and Epilepsy

The BBB is disrupted in various neurological disorders such as
ischemia, diseases correlated with inflammation in nervous tissue,
multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, and epilepsy (Figure 2). In
epilepsy, acute hypertension that occurs during seizure activity can
lead to the BBB opening.33,34 It was shown that, in animal models,
BBB leakage happens within minutes after status epilepticus and lasts
for several hours or days.35,36 In human, the increased BBB perme-
ability can persist for several weeks, months, or even years, which
may contribute to enhanced excitability.37

Epileptic seizures contribute to the BBB leakage. However, some
evidence also suggests that BBB failure may also be an etiological fac-
tor contributing to the development of seizures.38 Marchi et al.39

monitored the onset of seizures in patients undergoing osmotic
disruption of the BBB followed by intra-arterial chemotherapy to
treat primary brain lymphomas. They found that focal motor seizures
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Figure 1. Mechanisms for Maintaining Ionic Homeostasis in Neurons

1, Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCX). 2, Na+ and K+ pump. 3, Ca2+ pump. 4, voltage-gated calcium channel (VGCC). 5, metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR). 6, N-methyl-D-

aspartate receptor (NMDA-R). 7, a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPA-R). 8, acetylcholine receptor (Ach-R). 9, transient receptor

potential channel (TRCP). 10, gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor (GABA-R).
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occurred immediately after BBB disruption in 25% of procedures and
originated contralaterally to the hemisphere of BBB disruption,
whereas no seizures were observed when only intra-arterial chemo-
therapy was administered without BBB disruption. Opening of the
BBB is likely to occur after a single seizure in the chronic epileptic
phase, and transient opening of the BBB by hyperosmotic treatment
could aggravate epileptic seizures, often in a persistent manner.36 One
of the mechanisms of BBB leakage involvement in epileptogenesis de-
scribes extravasation of albumin from the circulation into the brain
neuropil that leads to astrocytic transformation and dysfunction.38

It is estimated that albumin present in brain tissue may bind to neu-
rons, astrocytes, and microglial cells, particularly shortly after trau-
matic brain injury and status epilepticus.37 Thus, it is extremely
important to have an objective picture of the condition of the BBB
and nervous tissue in order to select an adequate tactic of treatment
and rehabilitation.

How Epilepsy Is Treated

Epilepsy is considered to be resolved for individuals past the appli-
cable age of an age-dependent epilepsy syndrome or those who have
remained seizure-free for the past 10 years, with no use of seizuremed-
icines for the past 5 years.40 Unfortunately, 6% to 69% of patients fail
to respond to standard medical and surgical therapies and continue to
experience debilitating refractory seizures.41 These patients are classi-
fied as having drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE), a diagnosis with poor
prognostic implications that include premature death, physical injury,
psychosocial dysfunction, and reduced quality of life.42 In 2010, the
ILAE proposed a formal consensus definition of DRE. The definition
includes two levels of categorization: level 1 provides a general scheme
to categorize response to each therapeutic intervention (i.e., response
to antiepileptic drug [AED] trials), while level 2 provides a core defi-
nition of DRE using a set of essential criteria based on the categoriza-
tion of response from level 1. The ILAE defined DRE as the failure of
adequate trials of two tolerated, appropriately chosen, and used AED
schedules (whether as monotherapy or in combination) to achieve
sustained freedom from seizures.43

Therapy of epilepsy is also a problem for patients responding to treat-
ment, as more than a third of available AEDs still contribute to recur-
rent seizures and undesirable side effects.44 Up to 40% of patients with
epilepsy are women of fertile age. For mothers with epilepsy, it is espe-
cially dangerous that they have to take AEDs in large doses during
pregnancy. The use of AEDs (e.g., valproate) can lead to embryonic
disorders, which leads to structural defects of almost all body systems,
as well as mental disability.45 Therefore, the main interests in new
AED development are providing these unmet needs of superior treat-
ment efficacy and tolerability without compromising short- and long-
term patient safety.46
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Figure 2. Blood-Brain Barrier in Epilepsy

(A–F) Disruption of the BBB induces blood cells to enter the brain (A); leukocytes cause inflammation, secrete histamine (B), and activate microglia and astrocytes (C);

activatedmicroglia and astrocytes increase inflammation (D), activate metalloproteinase MMP-9 (E), and increase the BBB permeability (F). (G and H) Disruption increases the

content of intracellular potassium (G) and glutamate (H) ions. (I) Disruption increases the entry of albumin into the brain, absorbed by neurons and astrocytes through TGF-b

receptors, as a result of which Kir 4.1 permeability of potassium channels in astrocytes is reduced. Systemic inflammatory disorders cause an accumulation of inflammatory

mediators and contribute to the destruction of the BBB. All processes together increase the excitability of neurons and stimulate epileptimorphic seizures, and the excessive

activation of astrocytes stimulates gliosis.
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Although many factors may contribute to the variability of clinical
outcomes in individual patients, unpredictability may, at least in
part, result from genetic variation. The influence of genes on the
outcome of drug treatment is a rapidly evolving field termed “phar-
macogenetics” over 40 years ago by the German geneticist Friedrich
Vogel.47 The ultimate goal of pharmacogenetics is to use the genetic
makeup of an individual to predict drug response and efficacy as well
as potential adverse drug events.48 The concept of “personalized”
medicine is receiving much attention, and expectations have been
raised that pharmacogenetics may be an important tool to optimize
the treatment of epilepsy for the individual patient. As outlined
earlier, treatment of epilepsy with AEDs is complicated by the unpre-
dictability of efficacy, adverse drug reactions (ADRs), and optimal
doses in individual patients. At least in part, this unpredictability
may result from individual genes whose variations exert a measurable
influence on the effect of a given drug.49

In general, as with other drugs, the absorption and distribution—and,
hence, clinical efficacy—of AEDs depend on their physicochemical
characteristics such as lipophilicity, solubility, molecular weight,
and ionic state. Most AEDs are sufficiently lipophilic to penetrate
cellular membranes by passive diffusion.50 However, drug efflux
160 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 19 March 2020
transporters at the gastrointestinal tract and the BBB may limit ab-
sorption and brain uptake of AEDs, so that genetic variation in the
expression and functionality of such transporters may determine clin-
ical outcomes. For drugs such as AEDs that act on targets in the brain,
sufficient penetration through the BBB is a prerequisite for therapeu-
tic efficacy.

Delivery of Antiepileptic Drugs through BBB

Most AEDs are quite lipophilic, so they can easily penetrate through
the brain capillary endothelial cells that form the BBB.50 However,
efflux transporters such as P-glycoprotein (Pgp), which are located
at the apical (luminal) membrane of brain capillary endothelial cells
and protect the brain from intoxication by lipophilic xenobiotics,
may restrict the brain uptake of AEDs and mediate extrusion of
AEDs from the brain.51 Because most AEDs are only weak substrates
for Pgp, the basal (constitutive) expression of Pgp at the BBB is un-
likely to restrict brain penetration of AEDs to any clinically important
extent. However, intrinsic or acquired overexpression of Pgp in the
BBB may critically limit drug penetration into the brain, leading to
resistance against all AEDs that are substrates of Pgp.50 Such Pgp
overexpression can result from the effects of disease or drug treatment
on Pgp expression or fromABCB1 polymorphisms andmight explain
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the clinical observation that patients with DRE are usually resistant to
a broad range of AEDs with different mechanisms of action.51

Increased expression of Pgp and other drug efflux transporters has
been determined in epileptogenic brain tissue of patients with DRE
and in rodent models of DRE. In 2003, Siddiqui et al.52 reported
the C3435T polymorphism in the ABCB1 gene as being associated
with resistance to multiple AEDs, leading to the suggestion that
drug resistance in epilepsy might be genetically determined, which
could open new therapeutic avenues. In a follow-up study,53 the asso-
ciation of AED resistance with the C3435T polymorphism was
confirmed in a larger group of patients, and intronic sites that are
strongly associated with the C3435T polymorphism were identified.
Almost all previous studies on gene variation that might affect AED
distribution have dealt with polymorphisms in the ABCB1 gene
that encodes Pgp. However, there are polymorphisms in other drug
efflux transporters, such as members of the human multidrug resis-
tance protein (MRP) family that may affect the distribution of
AEDs and need further investigation.

Once an AED has successfully passed the BBB, its next step is to reach
its molecular target in the brain. Although currently available AEDs
appear to be directed against a relatively small number of targets—
mainly ion channels or other components of the synaptic machin-
ery—matters are complicated by the fact that many AEDs seem to
work through multiple mechanisms, some of which are still unre-
solved.54 Recent efforts have revealed interesting genetic polymor-
phisms in some of these AED targets. However, it has to be stressed
that, at present, we still know very little about the functionality of
such polymorphisms and to what extent such variations have a clin-
ically relevant impact on AED treatment.

As knowledge about mechanisms of seizure generation has improved,
there has been a concurrent evolution in our thinking about seizure-
related definitions and indications for the initiation of treatment.
Several next-generation drug therapies with more specific targets
have also become available. Taken together, there have been signifi-
cant improvements in care options. The search for new ways of trans-
porting of AEDs through the BBB to target neurons/neuronal circuits
would allow us to achieve good safety and a high efficiency of antiep-
ileptic therapy.

Restoring BBB in Epilepsy

Since it is proved that, the participation of the BBB plays a crucial role
in the development of epilepsy reduction of BBB leakage may be a
novel therapeutic approach.36,37 To date, there are already some
known ways to restore the BBB based on the inhibition of some recep-
tors and pathways.

One of them is the inhibition of albumin-mediated transforming
growth factor b (TGF-b) signaling.55 The TGF-b family of proteins
is a group of cytokines that play a role in intercellular communication
and regulate cellular processes, including cell growth, migration, dif-
ferentiation, apoptosis, inflammation, and expression of extracellular
matrix proteins.55–57 TGF-b signaling is activated by albumin and in-
duces astrocytic transformation and inflammatory signaling and
delays the downregulation of GABA-related genes.55,58,59 These
lead to the downregulation of potassium channels, glutamate trans-
porters, and gap junction proteins, resulting in accumulation of extra-
cellular potassium and glutamate upon neuronal activation, further
increasing network excitability.55

Bar-Klein et al.55 have shown that the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)-approved angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1) antagonist los-
artan may be used as a potential TGF-b signaling blocker. Losartan
decreases BBB permeability in hypertensive rats60,61 and prevents ep-
ilepsy following BBB dysfunction.55

One more way to restore BBB function is the inhibition of proinflam-
matory cytokine interleukin (IL)-1b. Brain inflammation is consid-
ered a crucial etiopathogenetic mechanism of epilepsy. Seizures
initiate brain inflammation in glia and promote BBB damage that is
independent of either leukocytes or bloodborne inflammatory mole-
cules.62 IL-1b is an etiologic trigger for BBB breakdown, and its serum
elevation occurs before the onset of status epilepticus (SE). SE is deter-
mined as a continuous seizure continuing more than 30 min. Intrave-
nous administration of IL-1 receptor antagonists (IL-1ras) prevented
pilocarpine-induced seizures in animals. Animals pretreated with
IL-1ras exhibited significant reduction of SE and BBB damage.63

Using a mouse model of epilepsy, Fabene et al.64 showed that seizures
induce elevated expression of vascular cell adhesion molecules and
enhance the leukocyte rolling and the arrest in brain vessels mediated
by the leukocyte mucin P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1)
and leukocyte integrins a4b1 and aLb2. Inhibition of leukocyte-
vascular interactions either with blocking antibodies or genetic ma-
nipulations in mice deficient in functional PSGL-1 reduced seizures.
The blockade of leukocyte-vascular adhesion by anti-a4 interine and
PSGL-1 or FucT-VII deficiency prevented BBB leakage.64

Aptamers as Potential Antiepileptic Drugs

A key step in the progression of epileptogenesis is the dysregulation of
ion and anion channels and the channels associated with them, fol-
lowed by depolarization of neuron membrane. Another problem is
inflammation leading to chronic epilepsy and selective permeability
of the BBB. Obviously, an ideal drug for epilepsy treatment should
meet a number of requirements such as minimal toxicity, an ability
to regulate membrane potential, and an ability to restore the BBB.

Aptamers are non-toxic and able to ensure address delivery, so they
may have the potential to be a good drug. The ability to easily modify
aptamers by attaching functional groups such as biotin, carboxyl,
thiol, and so forth65–67 allows the creation of aptamer complexes
with different drugs and nanomaterials.67 Due to their small size, ap-
tamers have a better ability to penetrate tissues compared with anti-
bodies,68 which makes it possible to use the aptamers for targeted
drug delivery. Modification with 20-O-methylribonucleotides gives
aptamers nuclease resistance and allows their use in vivo.65 Aptamers,
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 19 March 2020 161
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functional DNA or RNA molecules, can be selected to bind almost
any receptor. Aptamers interact with receptors through non-covalent
interactions, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, and van
der Waals forces. Since different receptors play an important role in
the development of epileptogenesis, aptamers can be used to inhibit
or activate a particular receptor of interest.

To date, there are already a number of drugs based on aptamers that
have been introduced into the clinic and a large number of publica-
tions and studies of aptamers that have potential clinical applica-
tion. The main problem in the development of aptamer-based anti-
epileptic drugs is the right choice of a target and following
validation of the selected aptamers. A general outline of aptamer-
based drug development includes three main steps: (1) aptamer
selection, (2) development of an aptamer-based drug, and (3) pre-
clinical and clinical studies of the drug. Here, we draw attention
to the aptamer selection using selection of ligands by exponential
enrichment (SELEX). SELEX consists of several repeating rounds
of three major steps: (1) incubation of a library or a pool of oligo-
nucleotides with a target; (2) partitioning the aptamer-target com-
plex from free oligonucleotides; and (3) amplification of the bound
aptamers by PCR.

There are a variety of SELEX methods of obtaining aptamers to bio-
logical targets. When a target is a whole cell, cell-SELEX is the right
choice.67,69 Cell-SELEX can be used without much knowledge of a
molecular profile of the cell. The aptamers selected by this method
can recognize unknown cell proteins at their native states and post-
translational modifications. Protein identity can be established after
protein pulldown and the following mass spectrometry analysis.
Cell-SELEX allows us to discover new biomarkers and find a molec-
ular fingerprint of disease cells. When a target is known, ligand-
guided selection of target-specific aptamers (LIGS) is recommen-
ded.70 It allows us to obtain aptamers against the desired receptor
on a cell in its native conformation and modification. The principle
of the method is based on competitive displacement of aptamers
from the receptor complex by the excess of a monoclonal antibody
or a corresponding ligand. Both methods worked well for selection
of the aptamers to epilepsy-related targets.

Aptamers for Epilepsy Therapy, BBB Penetration, and Targeted

Drug Delivery

Several aptamers for epilepsy therapy have been discovered. Two clas-
ses of RNA aptamers that bind to the membrane GABA in rat brain
have been selected by Cui et al.71 The GABA receptor (GABA-R) be-
longs to a superfamily of membrane-bound proteins that regulate
signal transmission between cells in the nervous system. It is the target
of convulsants such as picrotoxin and is mutated in some forms of ep-
ilepsy. Class I and class II of RNA aptamers have different consensus
sequences and different binding affinities for the receptor. The class I
molecules have a higher affinity for the closed-channel form than for
the open-channel receptor form and inhibit GABA-R; the class II ap-
tamers bind with equal or higher affinity to the open-channel form
and alleviate picrotoxin inhibition.
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Other work describes the aptamer selection for cell surface signaling
receptor TrkB. TrkB is a neurotrophin receptor that is widely ex-
pressed in the developing and mature mammalian CNS. Signaling
via TrkB pathway has a diverse role in the CNS; in particular, it is
known to contribute to plasticity. Excessive activation of TrkB is suf-
ficient to induce both epilepsy and neuropathic pain.72 One of the
selected aptamers, C4-3, was characterized with the recombinant pro-
tein binding assay; cell-based signaling and functional assays; and
in vivo, a seizure model in mice. C4-3 binds the extracellular domain
of TrkB with high affinity (a dissociation constant, KD �2 nM) and
exhibits potent TrkB partial agonistic activity and neuroprotective ef-
fects in cultured cortical neurons. In mice, C4-3 activates TrkB upon
infusion into the hippocampus; systemic administration of C4-3 po-
tentiates kainic-acid-induced seizure development. C4-3 may poten-
tially be a useful therapeutic agent for neurodegenerative diseases in
which reduced TrkB activation has been implicated.72

Excessive activation of AMPA (a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-iso-
xazolepropionic acid) receptors (AMPA-Rs), a subtype of glutamate
ion channels, is associated with various neurological diseases,
including epilepsy. AMPA-Rs are activated by glutamate, the major
excitatory neurotransmitter, which is thought to play a key role in
inducing seizures by initiating and synchronizing glutamatergic
transmission.73 AMPA-R antagonists have been investigated for anti-
epileptic activity both preclinically and clinically, with mixed
success.74 In this way, the inhibition of AMPA-R may be used in ep-
ilepsy treatment. One such inhibitor is the AN58 aptamer, which ex-
hibits nanomolar affinity for the GluR2 and GluR4 AMPA-Rs and
blocks their activity. Huang et al.75 selected RNA aptamers for
AMPA-Rs and showed their potential opportunity for the treatment
of epilepsy. It was shown that the isolated aptamer is a non-compet-
itive inhibitor that selectively binds the open-channel conformation
of AMPA-Rs with nanomolar affinity. The potency and selectivity
of the non-competitive aptamer match small-molecule inhibitors.
The results, therefore, demonstrate the utility of this approach to
develop water-soluble, highly potent, and conformation-selective
non-competitive inhibitors of AMPA-Rs.75

One of the known causes of epilepsy is excessive activation of
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (NMDA-Rs). To reduce
the activity of NMDA-Rs, various antagonists with proved effective-
ness could be used.76 However, these antagonists have serious side ef-
fects, one of which is impaired cognitive function.77,78 Aptamers have
several advantages over traditional inhibitors and are promising for
future treatment of epilepsy. For example, Lee et al.79 obtained
F-modified RNA aptamers with a high affinity for NMDA-Rs and
selectively inhibiting GluN2A with little effect on AMPA-Rs and kai-
nate receptors.

Cellular mechanisms of seizure generation are mainly caused by
excessive entry of Na+ and Ca2+ neurons under the influence of the
neurotransmitters glutamate and aspartate, which cause membrane
depolarization and neuron excitation. The mGluRs, AMPA-Rs, kai-
nate receptors, and NMDA-Rs are subtypes of the glutamate ion
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Table 2. Aptamers for Epilepsy Therapy

Aptamer and Sequence Target Cells Protein Target Application References

F-modified RNA aptamers neuron GABA-R aptamers control the opening of the GABA-R 71

C4-3: 50�TCGGGCGAGTCGTCTGUCGUAUUAUC
CGCUGCACGCCCGCATCGTCCTCCC-30

neuron TrkB
C4-3 binds the extracellular domain of TrkB with
high affinity (KD = ~2 nM) and exhibits potent TrkB
partial agonistic activity

72

AN58: 50-GGGCGAAUUCAACUGCCAUCUAGGCAGU
AACCAGGAGUUAGUAGGACAAGUUUCGUCC-30

neuron AMPA-R the aptamer is a noncompetitive AMPA-R inhibitor 75,102

FN1040: 50-ACGCUACUGUGAGUGUUGUGAUGGCG
GCUGAACGAUCGAAACGGAACUGU-30

neuron NMDA-R the aptamer is an NMDA-R inhibitor 103

F5R1: 50-ATCGAGTGTGTACGGGGTCCGGTAGGGTGGCGA
GGTCTTCCTGTCGTAGCAGGATCCA-30 ; and F5R2:
50-ATCGAGTGGACGAGTGCCTCCGGTACGAGCTGTC
TGATGGGTTTGCGCGCAGGATCCA-30

neuron a-synuclein
aptamers could effectively reduce a-syn aggregation
in vitro and in cells and target the a-syn to intracellular
degradation through the lysosomal pathway

82

8F14A: 50-TCG TAT GGC ACG GGG TTG GTG TTG
GGT TGG-30

– MMP-9 aptamer inhibits activity metalloproteinase 9 84
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channels. The AMPA-Rs and kainate receptors have structural simi-
larities, and the excessive activity of these receptors is associated with
epilepsy; therefore, suppressing the activity of ionotropic glutamate
receptors may be therapeutically beneficial. Huang et al.75 obtained
an RNA aptamer to the open-channel conformation of the GluA2
AMPA receptor subunit and showed that the full-length 101-nt ap-
tamer selectively inhibits AMPAR with an inhibitor constant, Ki, of
�5 mM.

Violation of ion homeostasis can cause changes in functions of ion
channels without any mutations in genes. Researchers have shown
that some forms of epilepsy may be associated with the formation
of new ion channels. The formation of ion channels is a well-known
phenomenon.80 Recently, it has been assumed that one of the causes
of impaired ion homeostasis during epilepsy may be the formation of
such channels de novo.11 Thereby, inhibition of pore formation can
restore impaired ion homeostasis and prevent epileptogenesis.

Non-specific ion channels may be formed by amyloidogenic pro-
teins—in particular, a-synuclein. Lashuel et al.81 described the ability
of a-synuclein to form annular protofibrils, which might incorporate
into membrane, form pores, and disturb membrane permeabilization,
leading to cell dysfunction. DNA aptamers F5R1 and F5R2 obtained
by Zheng et al.82 that are associated with a-synuclein (with KD in the
nanomolar range) with high affinity and specificity may be used for
the prevention of pore formation de novo. Both aptamers effectively
reduce a-synuclein aggregation in vitro in cells and contribute to
the degradation of a-synuclein in lysosomes.

As noted, the BBB plays an important role in the progression of epi-
lepsy. It was found that one of the reasons for the violation of the BBB
is the activation of metalloproteinase, which degrades the extracel-
lular matrix.83 Obviously, the suppression of metalloproteinase activ-
ity may contribute to the restoration of the broken BBB. Aptamers to
metalloproteinases may become good candidates for repairing the
BBB disrupted by the degradation of the extracellular matrix.84
It was shown that aptamers can penetrate the BBB by itself and may
be used for targeted delivery of other therapeutic aptamers in brain.
RNA aptamers penetrating the BBB of mice were selected in vivo
by Cheng et al.85 To obtain aptamers, an RNA library 40 nt long, resis-
tant to nucleases, was used. The library was injected into the tail vein
of the mouse; then, after 1–3 h, the mouse was perfused with phos-
phate buffer, and the brain was removed. RNA aptamers were ex-
tracted, amplified, and injected into the tail vein of the next mouse.
After the 12th round of selection, negative selection was performed
for the mouse serum. In total, 22 rounds of aptamer selection were
carried out, after which three sequences were selected after
sequencing. It was shown that RNA aptamers had the ability to pene-
trate mouse BBB, initially binding to endothelial cells.85

The possibility of targeted delivery of therapeutic aptamers to the
brain was shown by Macdonald et al.86 An aptamer for transferrin
was used as an agent that binds to the epithelial cell adhesion mole-
cule. This generated a proof of concept that, on the one hand, the
bifunctional aptamer can overcome the blood-brain barrier and
that, on the other hand, it can specifically target brain disorders.
The initial fusion of the two sequences enhanced the binding affinity
of both aptamers while maintaining specificity. Additionally, muta-
tions were introduced into both binding loops to determine their ef-
fect on aptamer specificity. The ability of the aptamer to transcytose
the BBB was then confirmed in vivo following a 1-nmol injection.
This study has shown that, through the fusion of two aptamer se-
quences, a bifunctional aptamer can be generated that has the
potential to be developed for the specific treatment of brain disor-
ders.86 The potential possibility of using aptamers for the treatment
of epilepsy and targeted delivery of aptamers through the BBB for
the treatment of diseases of the CNS is summarized in Table 2
and Figure 3.

Discussion

In most cases, epilepsy is caused by violations in mechanisms of
membrane potential regulation that cannot be compensated by
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different reasons. This leads to the depolarization of neuron mem-
brane and status epilepticus, or spontaneous seizures. Normally, in
healthy organisms, violation in the mechanisms of maintaining bio-
logically relevant parameters is compensated by other mechanisms.
For example, the pathologically high permeability of cell membrane
for Na+ ions followed by membrane depolarization is compensated
by the high activity of Na+- and K+-ATPase; thereby, membrane po-
tential remains unchanged.

The etiological variety of epilepsy hampered the addressed influence
on a pathological target. Consequently, all drugs for the therapy have
a broad spectrum of action and high toxicity effect on the whole or-
ganism. Moreover, in some cases, the AEDs used do not penetrate the
BBB and could not reach the desirable target. Recent studies have
shown a close link between the development of epilepsy and the
BBB. Epileptic seizures result from membrane depolarization, which
causes BBB leakage that, in turn, leads to increased neuron excit-
ability, stimulation of epileptimorphic seizures, and gliosis followed
by chronic epilepsy. Therefore, treatment of epilepsy should be
comprehensive and influence both the BBB and brain systems. For
effective epilepsy treatment, AEDs should be non-toxic, be specific,
penetrate the BBB, and restore the BBB.

Aptamers that function, on the one hand, to regulate a membrane po-
tential and stop the seizure and, on the other hand, to treat inflamma-
tion and restore the BBB may be a good alternative for the standard
drugs, due to their specificity and non-toxicity. Such kinds of drug
164 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 19 March 2020
may include a pool of different aptamers to different targets as well.
To date, aptamers for GABA-R, TrkB, AMPA-R, NMDA-R, a-synu-
clein, and MMP-9 have been selected. AMPA-R, NMDA-R, GA-
BA-R, TrkB, and a-synuclein are located on neurons and carry out
active or passive transport of ions; MMP-9 is located in extracellular
space and participates in the development of inflammation.
Addressed influence of aptamers on these targets may be part of
the strategy for epilepsy treatment.

However, to prescribe an adequate treatment, the full picture of
epilepsy for each patient should be described. Future studies should
be divided in two different ways: (1) development of new diagnostic
methods of epilepsy to determine unknown mechanism leading to
seizures and (2) development of AEDs for known targets to
compensate membrane polarization by known mechanisms. Ap-
tamers may be perspective candidates for both directions of the
investigation. To summarize this review, we list here the most
promising potential targets for the selection of aptamers as anti-
epileptic drug candidates.

1. To block an epileptic seizure and restore membrane potential:
Na+/Ca2+ exchangers; Na+ and K+ pumps; Ca2+ pumps; voltage-
gated calcium channels; mGluRs; NMDA-Rs; AMPA-Rs; Ach-
Rs; transient receptor potential channels; and GABA-Rs.

2. To restore the BBB and decrease inflammation: albumin-mediated
TGF-b; AT1; proinflammatory cytokine IL-1b; PSGL-1; and
leukocyte integrins a4b1 and aLb2.
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